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LevaLLois point or bLade:
which bLank was the target artefact 

of the bohunician technoLogy?

petr Škrdla & tereza rychtaříková

Abstract
the bohunician represents a techno-complex on a local scale known almost exclusively from the 
brno basin, Moravia. however, on a broader scale, the bohunician fits into the complex of evolved 
Levalloisian industries known from the near east (boker tachtit), through the balkan peninsula 
(temnata), ukraine (kulichivka) and even further to the east (e.g., kara bom). the bohunician oc-
cupation in Moravia was present between 50-40 ka bp during the time of the Middle to upper pal-
aeolithic transitional period – the period of first contacts between the remaining neanderthals and 
the arriving anatomically modern humans in this area. because Moravia represents a junction of 
routes connecting the south and the north as well as the east and the west of europe, it represents 
a zone of contact between both types of humans. therefore the technological affinity with the 
near eastern industries in the time of contact and in the zone of contact suggests the possibility 
that the bohunician is one of the potential candidates for the first techno-complex with anatomi-
cally modern humans in this area.
the bohunician technology was originally defined as a mixture of Levallois technology and up-
per palaeolithic blade core reduction. based on the analysis of refitted cores from stránská skála, 
where both techniques were used on the same core, the definition was subsequently refined as a 
contextual fusion of Levallois and upper palaeolithic technologies. all reconstructed cores display 
a tendency towards the production of a Levallois point (or a series of points) being the target 
artefact. in this concept, blades were removed in order to shape the frontal face of the score and 
represent (technologically) a secondary product. both flake and blade blanks were utilized for re-
touched tools.  
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introduction

Moravia, with its specific geography – highlands separated by river valleys that pre-
sent ideal routes between lowlands – is a connection route between the danube basin 
and the north european plains (fig. 1). this important geographic position played a 
significant role in glacial conditions during the last glaciation, when both the animal 
herds and human groups migrated from the more temperate south to northern lati-
tudes and back. in later prehistory that route was known as the amber route. during 
the palaeolithic period it was used for the transport of high-quality erratic flint from 
northern to southern regions. the route in the periglacial zone between the fennos-
candinavian and alpine ice sheets represented one of the routes connecting western 
and eastern europe during the glacial period (cf. schwabedissen 1943).

during the Middle to upper palaeolithic transitional period, i.e., 50-40 ka bp, two 
main techno-complexes are documented in Moravia: the bohunician and the szele-
tian (svoboda et al. 1996). while the fully upper palaeolithic techno-complex – the 
early aurignacian – is known from nearby austria (willendorf – ah 3; nigst et al. 2008), 
in Moravia the aurignacian is documented only in its middle phase (the middle or 
evolved aurignacian) dated between 40-34 ka bp (svoboda et al. 1996).

the bohunician was dated by 14c, thermoluminescence (tL), infrared stimulated 
luminescence (irsL) and optically stimulated luminescence (osL) methods (rich-
ter et al. 2009; nejman et al. 2011). while the radiocarbon dates (calibrated using  
calpal-2007, weninger et al. 2007) have a relatively wide spread (between 40-48 ka bp), 
a tL weighted average of eleven artefacts from the bohunice 2002 excavation yielded 
a result of 48.2 ± 1.9 ka bp. based on the radiocarbon record and comparing the bohu-
nician radiocarbon dates with szeletian dates (vedrovice v, Moravský krumlov iv and 
Želešice iii) and early aurignacian (willendorf ii - ah 3) sites, the bohunician may have 
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been contemporaneous with both of the latter mentioned techno-complexes (fig. 2). 
based on the current radiocarbon record, both transitional techno-complexes – the 

bohunician and the szeletian – were replaced by middle aurignacian after the heinrich 
event 4.

in the region of the middle danube, the very beginning of the upper palaeolithic 
was characterized by several behavioural shifts. people tended to avoid protected sites 
in caves and rock shelters located in the highlands, which still attracted human occu-
pation during the Middle palaeolithic, and instead they settled in the open landscape 
(Škrdla 2003, 148). Most early upper palaeolithic sites are located strategically at el-
evated locations flanking big river valleys and basins, in the transitional zone separat-
ing lowlands and highlands. 

recently, under the auspices of an early upper palaeolithic project in collaboration 
with the university of Minnesota (tostevin) and the institute of archaeology in brno 
(Škrdla), all three techno-complexes have been the subject of new investigations in 
Moravia. this research included lithic analyses as well as field research. new intensive 
field surveys were conducted at already known sites and at locations near known sites. 
this research resulted in new excavations of recently discovered sites with unaffected 
sediments, which increased the number of stratified and absolutely dated collections 
and yielded new data used in debates about the Middle to upper palaeolithic transi-
tional period in the region of the middle danube. 

Brno Basin and Bohunician occuPation

the main bohunician site-cluster is represented by a significant concentration in 
the area of the stránská skála cliff (the outcrop of stránská skála-type chert) in the 
brno basin (fig. 3). on the eastern margin of the brno basin, several artefact clusters 
were excavated directly on the stránská skála hillside (cf. svoboda & bar yosef 2003), 
one artefact cluster in Líšeň (2 km east from stránská skála; Škrdla et al. in press), 
and an artefact cluster in tvarožná (7 km east from stránská skála; Škrdla et al. 2009). 
on the western margin of the brno basin, several artefact clusters were excavated at 
bohunice (cf. valoch 1976; Škrdla & tostevin 2003), which is located on red hill 7 km 

fig. 1  geographical setting of Moravia with sites mentioned in the text. 1 – brno basin (bohunice, stránská 
skála, Líšeň and tvarožná), 2 – Mohelno, 3 – ondratice, 4 – dzierzyslaw, 5 – willendorf. ii.
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west of stránská skála. another important excavated site is located at ondratice/Želeč,  
34 km northeast of stránská skála (svoboda 1980; Škrdla & Mlejnek 2010). an addi-
tional important site cluster is located in the southwestern margin of the brno basin 
in the bobrava river area (with the sites Želešice ii, ořechov i, ii, iv 10-20 km southwest 
from stránská skála; valoch 1956; nerudová 1999). although these sites were originally 
described by valoch (1956) as being located in the bobrava river valley, they flank the 
svratka river valley rather than following the bobrava river. the westernmost presence 
of the bohunician settlement was documented in the Mohelno area, 34 km west of 
stránská skála (Mohelno-boleniska; Škrdla 1999). the most distant sites from the brno 
basin with Levalloisian technology are located at hradsko in bohemia (neruda & neru-
dová 2000) and dzierzyslaw in southern poland (foltyn & kozłowski 2003). isolated 
implements that show the use of evolved Levallois technology (elongated Levallois 
blanks or characteristic opposed-directional cores) are known from many other sites; 
however, their relationship to the bohunician is not clear. only the sites bohunice, 
stránská skála, tvarožná, Líšeň and Želeč were excavated and yielded stratified and 
absolutely dated lithic assemblages. the remaining sites held surface collections lack-
ing a stratified context. 

bohunician in the brno basin is surrounded by rich szeletian occupation in the 
surrounding highlands (which, based on the current dating record, chronologically 
belongs to the same time span – gi 10-11). if szeletian is accepted as a continuation of 
the central european Micoquian – whose creators were most probably still neander-
thals (e.g., neruda 2010, 126) – it actually represents a wedge with specific and intru-
sive techno-typological features introduced into the region (evolved Levallois technol-
ogy which differs significantly from local Middle palaeolithic Levallois technology - cf. 
oliva 1986). the middle aurignacian occupation after 39 ka bp covered the whole area 
settled previously by the bohunician and szeletian entities.

Bohunician and early uPPer Palaeolithic settleMent strategies 

the early upper palaeolithic sites are generally located on significant elevations 
that allowed control of the brno basin or surrounding valleys jutting from the brno 
basin to the south (svratka river valley) and east (vyškov gate). the characteristic po-
sition is on a hilltop or the crest of a hill, at an altitude of ca. 270-330 m asl (relative 
altitude ranges between 70-130 m above the river). the position of early upper pal-
aeolithic sites on top of hillocks, which are currently (and probably also during the 
Mis 3) not covered by loess, resulted in the erosion of many sites that are surface sites 
only nowadays, with just a few sites that permit stratigraphic observations. generally, 

fig. 2  calibrated (with calpal-2007hulu) radiocarbon ages for Moravian early upper palaeolithic techno-com-
plexes.
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the sites were often located in places with gravel or stony bedrock rather than loess or 
soil sediment surfaces, which may be related to the permafrost conditions or topsoil 
humidity during the period. on the other hand, while the sites mentioned above on 
gravel or weathered bedrock allow surface surveys, the sites covered by sediments are 
buried and not that easy to detect (cf. with similar east european records; hoffecker 
2011, 24). currently, the only documented multi-layered site is at stránská skála, and 
in all cases, the bohunician was below the middle aurignacian occupation (svoboda 
& bar yosef 2003). because the settlement strategies of all early upper palaeolithic 
techno-complexes are similar (e.g., bohunician, szeletian and aurignacian preferred 
similar positions in the landscape for placing their sites) many other sites probably 
represent palimpsests of repeated occupations by different early upper palaeolithic 
techno-complexes. therefore the method of using surface collections to create de-
velopmental schemes for individual techno-complexes as well as for general develop-
mental schemes is unacceptable (e.g., svoboda 1984; svoboda et al. 1996; allsworth-
Jones 1990; Škrdla 2006). some authors (e.g., valoch 1996; oliva 1987; valoch & karásek 
2010, 52) continue to argue for one-time occupations allowing the creation of regional 
developmental schemes.

the earlier phase of Mis 3 is stratigraphically characterised by a complex of pal-
aeosoils, which are often damaged by gelifluction and cryoturbation or redeposition 
(Škrdla et al. 2009), which makes microstratigraphic research difficult. for example, the 
attempt to separate possible occupational episodes in bohunice 2002 was not success-
ful (Škrdla & tostevin 2005).

Bohunician chaîne opératoire: the reFitting aPProach

Škrdla began systematically refitting the bohunician assemblages in 1993 and, with 
numerous interruptions, had refitted the stránská skála iii, iiia, iiic and iiid assemblages 
by 2001 with a total of more than 10,000 artefacts (svoboda & Škrdla 1995; Škrdla 1996, 
2003). refitting is a time consuming process and the stránská skála material consumed 
ca. 1 year of absolute working time. this attempt resulted in 14 almost completely 
reconstructed cores from the decortification stage, through the production stage to 
the abandonment of the exhausted core, supplemented by dozens of other, less com-
plete production sequences. subsequently this was followed by refitting attempts by 

fig. 3. Map of the brno basin with locations of bohunician sites.
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neruda and nerudová at the stránská skála iii-1 assemblage (valoch et al. 2000, 2009), 
who reconstructed several cores, even though not as completely as the 14 items men-
tioned above; this attempt resulted in the identification of alternative modes within 
the bohunician technology. attempts to refit bohunician collections from sites other 
than stránská skála workshop sites did not result in complete sequences. in bohunice, 
krásná refitted the collection from kejbaly ii (nerudová & krásná 2002) and Škrdla refit-
ted material from the bohunice 2002 excavation (Škrdla & tostevin 2005). in the latter 
collection, only one production sequence, which consists of two blades, documents a 
characteristic Levallois bidirectional reduction sequence and a refit of a side scraper 
with a curved flake represents evidence of bifacial thinning. the most recent attempt 
is the refitting of the tvarožná assemblage (Škrdla et al. 2009), which did not result in 
technologically significant sequences.

the following simplified scheme of the bohunician operational sequence was de-
fined with the almost completely reconstructed assemblages from stránská skála iii-1, 
iiia, and iiic (cf. Škrdla 2003).

the Levallois point has been originally defined as a characteristic product of Leval-
lois technology (bordes 1980). according to boëda (1995), only an artefact produced 
by Levallois technology can be classified as a Levallois point. however, the bohunician 
technology differs from Levallois techniques as described by boëda. the term Leval-
lois in the frame of the bohunician industry was introduced by previous scholars (e.g., 
valoch 1976) on the basis of artefact morphology. to distinguish whether a point was 
produced by Levallois or a different technique is difficult when it does not come from 
a refitted sequence. but for the sake of historical continuity we continue to use the 
term Levallois. 

raW Material ProcureMent

in contrast to the settlement strategies described above, the raw material procure-
ment typical for early upper palaeolithic techno-complexes is similar to the Middle pal-
aeolithic procurement strategies based on exploitation of local raw materials - howev-
er, the proportion of the imported lithic material increases slowly. the bohunician lithic 
economy (alongside with all other known early upper palaeolithic techno-complexes) 
is characterized by the utilization of local chert supplemented by infrequent imports 
(up to 15 %; with the exception of ondratice/Želeč). chert of the stránská skála-type 
was utilized in the brno basin and nearby. Local orthoquartzite and chert were used in 
ondratice/Želeč. in the krumlovský Les area, the local krumlovský Les-type chert was 
dominant. radiolarite was imported from the white carpathians (the distance to the 
nearest sources: 100 km) and erratic flint from northern Moravia and lower silesia (the 
distance to the nearest deposits: ca. 120 km). Limnic siliceous rocks (documented only 
in tvarožná) were imported from northern hungary or southern slovakia, a region that 
was probably occupied by the szeletians.

the most important raw material utilized in bohunician – chert of the stránská 
skála-type – was probably collected from natural outcrops on top of the weathered 
limestone rock or in the limestone scree covering the slopes of the cliff. however, high 
quality chert blocks were observed in sediments underlying the bohunician deposits 
at stránská skála iiib (svoboda 1993) and quarrying these blocks for procurement (also 
documented in the same period in north africa; vermeesch 2002), cannot be exclud-
ed. the chert of the stránská skála-type was available both as nodules and prismatic 
blocks. the nodules were globular, semiglobular, ovoid or flat; the blocks were often 
prismatic (occasionally flat) or of indeterminate forms shaped by natural cracks. there 
are great differences in the quality of the raw material in this type of chert.

the proportion of stránská skála-type chert in the bohunician collections decreas-
es rapidly in a radial pattern while moving away from the source (i.e., away from the 
stránská skála rock outcrop - fig. 4). it demonstrates that its export was limited to the 
nearest vicinity of brno basin; further away from the brno basin, its role decreases and 
local raw materials are used instead. the sources of other local raw materials includ-
ing krumlovslý-les-type chert, cretaceous spongolite chert or orthoquartzite are not 
restricted to a single place as much as the stránská skála-type chert, which makes 
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studies of their distribution models more difficult. for example, the local krumlovský 
Les-type chert represents a raw material base for assemblages in the krumlovský Les 
area; however, its isolated sources in gravels are known throughout the entire territory 
of southern Moravia. therefore, it might be that the krumlovský Les-type chert in the 
bohunician assemblages in the brno basin or in ondratice/Želeč come from local grav-
els. the same applies for cretaceous spongolite chert or orthoquartzite.

although oliva (e.g., 1986) claimed that isolated bohunician implements such as 
Levallois points were produced only out of the stránská skála-type chert in the krum-
lovský Les area and represent transport of finished products rather than in situ pro-
duction, Škrdla and plch (1993) documented application of bohunician technology of 
different types of raw material in Mohelno. the same author stated (oliva 1981, 1984) 
that leaf points in bohunician assemblages, frequently made on imported raw materi-
als, represent imports from szeletian workshops. however, tostevin and Škrdla (2006) 
proved bifacial reduction in situ at bohunice, which applied also for stránská skála-
type chert. svoboda (1987) described a series of leaf points made from stránská skála-
type chert from Líšeň-Čtvrtě.

PreParation stage

the raw material nodules or blocks were shaped in the classic upper palaeolithic 
method, i.e., with a prepared frontal crest. the frontal crest was made by a series of 
cortical flake removals. in any case this preparation exploited up to one third of the 
nodule’s volume, and in specific cases when the attempt was not successful, this stage 
use the whole nodule. however, particularly in the case of prismatic blocks of suit-
able shape that do not require any preparation, the core was initiated from a natural 
crest. simultaneously or subsequently one or two opposed reduction platforms were 
prepared. the second platform (always opposed to the first) was sometimes even pre-
pared during core reduction. 

Production stage

the result of the preparation phase was a core with a frontal crest (both prepared 
and natural) and one or two prepared reduction platforms. the core reduction start-
ed with the crest blade removal. it was followed by a series of blade removals, often 
reduced from both opposed platforms. the aim of these removals, called débordant 
blades, was the attainment of an elongated triangular shape of the frontal face of the 
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core. the striking platforms of these blades were faceted, allowing better control of 
the strike. in that time, the core often had two prepared platforms and its frontal face 
was ready for Levallois point production. the prevailing dorsal scar pattern was bi-
directional or opposed directional (Škrdla 2003, tab. 7,1). before the Levallois point 
production, the striking platform was carefully prepared (faceted) to reach a slightly 
prolonged shape (not in the style of chapeau de gendarme, however) to allow accurate 
targeting of the strike. now, the first Levallois point or in many cases, a series of two Le-
vallois points, was produced (from the same direction). the striking platform was often 
reshaped before each point removal. the outcome was a wide frontal face of the core, 
not pointed, and the loss of its distal convexity - the necessary shape for a further pro-
duction of a Levallois point. therefore, it was necessary to narrow the wide frontal face 
of the core with several blade removals to pre-prepare it for the production of another 
Levallois point. this process, defined by these two steps - 1) shaping and narrowing, 
and 2) Levallois points’ production - continued until the raw material was exhausted. 

core aBandonMent

in the core’s final stage, the striking platforms for all removals were further pre-
pared, and the frontal face was intensively shaped (narrowed) by a series of blade and 
flake removals from both opposed platforms. however, the tendency towards a unidi-
rectional dorsal scar pattern is visible (cf. tostevin 2003, 91). the artefacts produced 
at that stage were short and not suitable for further utilization. the core residual was 
significantly modified during that stage and its final shape does not reflect the tech-
nology used in production phase – which necessarily has to be taken into account in 
the study of artefact morphology.

ForMal tool Production

the bohunician typological spectrum represents a mixture of Middle and upper 
palaeolithic tool-types. among the Middle palaeolithic tool-types, side scrapers of dif-
ferent forms are frequent followed by different types of points, notched and dentic-
ulated artefacts. the points are Levallois, convergently retouched (Mousterian), leaf 
points, Jerzmanowice-type points and Quinson-type points. the upper palaeolithic 
tool kit is represented mainly by end scrapers and rare burins.

blanks selected for the retouched tool production were utilized for both blades 
and flakes; however, the flake blanks prevail significantly. flake blanks were also pre-
ferred in the case of characteristic upper palaeolithic tool-types, e.g., end scrapers. the 
upper palaeolithic tool-types were made of such Levallois points.

typologically speaking, in contrast to the late Middle palaeolithic, in the bohuni-
cian there is a proportional increase not only of upper palaeolithic tool-types, but also 
of the number of projectiles. similar to the proportion of stránská skála-type chert in 
the raw material spectrum, the proportion of Levallois points also decreases in a radial 
pattern, while on the other hand, the presence of leaf points in bohunician collections 
grows with an increasing distance from the stránská skála site. since the bohunician 
technology has been used with other raw materials (both local and imported, not only 
with imported chert of the stránská skála-type) outside of the brno basin, the isolated 
Levallois points in the assemblages from outside the brno basin cannot be interpreted 
as imports from the brno basin but as in situ production. 

discussion

the analysis of refitted sequences enables us to define the bohunician knapping 
behaviour in detail. general rules for describing the bohunician technology have been 
described already (Škrdla 2003). the following paragraphs list a refined version of the 
six basic characteristics:

1. the bohunician technology was originally defined as a mixture of Levallois tech-
nology and upper palaeolithic blade core reduction (valoch 1976). Later, the use 
of several different reduction techniques used in order to achieve Levallois points 
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was described, and the first refittings proved that they were used on the same 
core (svoboda & Škrdla 1995; Škrdla 1996). however, more recently the definition 
was refined - the reconstructed, almost complete sequences together with the 
shorter (not so complete) sequences represent a specific technology, which was 
described as a conceptual fusion of Levallois and upper palaeolithic reduction 
strategies (Škrdla 2003). raw material was prepared and initiated as an upper 
palaeolithic crested core (with a frontal crest, with a prepared platform or two op-
posed platforms, reduced from a narrow edge, prismatic at the initial stage). the 
serial production of Levallois points together with blades from opposed platforms 
continued. the shape of an abandoned core residual (e.g., a discoidal core) dif-
fers depending on the techniques used during its reduction. the analysis shows 
that all reconstructed cores show a tendency towards the production of a Leval-
lois point (or a series of points) as the target artefact (Škrdla 2003). prismatic or 
pyramidal cores were documented. however, the reduction suggested the same 
aim in all those cases – to produce a Levallois blank. since bohunician reduction 
is a relatively difficult method that needs a successful sequential removal of a 
series of blanks before a Levallois point is produced, the reduction of many cores 
led to a dead end and those cores were abandoned. while Škrdla (2003) excluded 
these unsuccessfully (in his opinion) reduced sequences and described the bo-
hunician technology based on the almost completely refitted sequences, other 
authors (e.g., valoch et al. 2000) included short and undiagnostic sequences into 
the scheme, which allowed them to recognize other knapping methods – subpris-
matic and upper palaeolithic blade core technology – which they believed was 
applied independently. they also rejected the term conceptual fusion between 
the Levallois and the upper palaeolithic core method and replaced it with the 
term coexistence of Levallois and non-Levallois methods. however, none of the 
completely refitted cores shows evidence for an exclusive use of the subprismatic 
or upper palaeolithic blade reduction method. in other words, while cores show-
ing the application of all methods (i.e., fusion) on a single core were described by 
Škrdla, valoch et al. (2000) on the other hand, advocate the existence of several 
independent core reduction strategies (which, we assume, is the meaning of their 
term coexistence), which were applied on differently shaped raw materials. the 
academic debate about the characteristics of bohunician technology continues 
(e.g., sitlivy & Zięba 2006; valoch et al. 2010) and, in our opinion, more assem-
blages including more refitted complete cores are needed.

fig. 5  cross sections of selected almost completely reconstructed cores.
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2. the spatial distribution of the refitted pieces of the individual refitted cores is 
predominantly limited to several nearby square meters, which documents an in 
situ reduction. however, an isolated connection of ca. 10 m (between stránská  
skála iiia and stránská skála iiic trenches) was also documented. the inner parts of 
the restored cores are not present and the core shapes are reconstructed mainly 
from cortical flakes and blades (cf. fig. 5). Levallois points are often small, irregular, 
broken, or they have not been found. as the largest Levallois points are missing 
from the almost completely reconstructed cores, we suppose the Levallois points 
represent the target artefacts of bohunician technology and were taken from the 
production site. however, the shape and dimensions (generally larger compared 
to finds from the site and from the negatives at core residuals) of these artefacts 
can be reconstructed from their negatives at the cores. the workshop charac-
ter of the stránská skála localities is well documented by high scores of indices 
of conjoinability and an average number of artefacts within refitted sequences  
(tab. 1), as well as by the high score for the production sequences/breaks relation 
(cf. Škrdla & tostevin 2005, 47). the same numbers evaluated for the sites located 
at a distance of ca. 7 km from the stránská skála outcrop (bohunice and tvarožná) 
differ significantly and document a more economical use of raw material, includ-
ing more intense utilisation of removed blanks for tools and a high degree of 
transport away from the sites.

3. the role of blades within the bohunician reduction scheme is not clear. the blades 
represent an indispensable portion of the industry (the blade index ranges from 
20 % to 45 % at the different sites; svoboda & Škrdla 1995, 432). the reconstructed 
cores were exploited in order to create Levallois points, while blades were struck 
in order to change the frontal face of the core into a narrow and triangular shape 
allowing a Levallois point production. within this concept, they represent a sec-
ondary product or a by-product. the majority of reconstructed sequences show 
a trend towards Levallois points and the production of other pointed artefacts. 
both flake and blade blanks were utilized for retouched tools and flake tools pre-
vail significantly.

4. the end scrapers and other formal tools (often made from imported raw materi-
als) could not be refitted with the rest of the assemblage, particularly at stránská 
skála iii and bohunice 2002. they were probably produced in a location other 
than the excavated workshops and then brought to the site as finished products. 
conversely, the specific large Levallois points were exported from the stránská 
skála workshop site. at stránská skála iiia and stránská skála iiic the scrapers were 
made also of cortical flakes of local chert (expedient tools?).

5. in contrast to the Middle palaeolithic Levallois based technologies (cf. oliva 2006), 
the bohunician technique was more volumetric. in this technology flat nodules or 
flat blocks of raw material were processed from the wide edge. additionally, the 
flat core residuals were rotated by 90 degrees around their axes and exploitation 
continued from the narrow edge. as was stated in a preliminary study (Škrdla 
1996), the operational schemes were partly a function of the raw material shape. 
three basic groups were identified: nodules (often semiglobular), plaques and 
undetermined blocks of raw material. although there are slight differences (e.g., 
the preparation of frontal crest of nodules or initiation from the natural crest in 
the case of prismatic blocks), the bohunician reduction strategy was applied to all 
of these shapes and raw materials. 

6. it is obvious that it is difficult to study the technologies from the beginning of 
the upper palaeolithic based on the products‘ morphology (bar-yosef & van peer 
2009; Škrdla 2003). in the bohunician, and probably more generally, the core re-
siduals cannot reflect the technology used during its reduction. Morphologically 
Levallois points cannot be produced by Levallois technology (cf. Marks & volk-
mann 1983; boëda 1995). refitting represents the one and only method for stud-
ying and understanding technologies. however, attribute analysis may be suc-
cessfully used for an inter-assemblages comparison (cf. tostevin 2000, 2003). the 
matching of bohunician technology with other technologies of the beginning 
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of the upper palaeolithic (e.g., szeletian), and 
its Middle palaeolithic antecessors (e.g., Mi-
coquian) and upper palaeolithic descendants 
(e.g., aurignacian), as carried out by tostevin 
(cf. tostevin 2000, 2003) and based on attrib-
ute analysis, is the aim of future projects - we 
need to find and excavate new assemblages 
suitable for refitting. the preliminary attempt 
by neruda and nerudová (2005) suggests a sig-
nificant difference in the szeletian technology 
from Moravský krumlov iv, which is based on 
bifacial thinning, producing massive bifaces 
and leaf points together with irregular subpris-
matic or discoidal cores producing flakes and 
blades. the same authors described an aurig-
nacian technology from vedrovice ia as a fully 
upper palaeolithic prismatic core method aim-
ing for blade production. no flake cores were 
documented.

conclusions

the bohunician technology was studied on the refitted material from the key site 
stránská skála, which represents a workshop site located directly at the outcrop of raw 
material. the workshop character of the site and the limited transport of end products 
from the site allowed a detailed reconstruction of the technological process based 
on refitting. other bohunician sites located off the source show a different and more 
economical model of raw material use – blanks were more frequently used for tool 
production and taken away from the sites, which makes reconstruction (refitting) of 
cores more complicated. 

based on the majority of the almost completely reconstructed assemblages, spe-
cifically, on cross-sections perpendicular to the long core axis (fig. 5), as well as on 
shorter sequences, and with regards to Škrdla‘s previous definitions (2003), the bohu-
nician reduction strategy may be reconstructed as follows: the core was shaped as a 
typical upper palaeolithic prismatic core with a frontal crest (or initiated from a natural 
crest when available) and two opposed platforms were created. consequently a series 
of blades was removed from both opposed platforms in order to form the frontal face 
of the core into a shape (triangular, elongated) which allows Levallois point produc-
tion. when a Levallois point (or a series of points) was produced, the frontal face of 
the core lost its shape and thus its suitability for further point production. therefore, 
the frontal face of the core was treated by a series of blade removals, allowing produc-
tion of a second series of a Levallois point (or points). this process, shaping by blade 
removals and production of a Levallois point, continued until the core was exhausted 
(fig. 6). the abandoned core residual cannot reflect the technology used during core 
reduction.

in this concept, blades were removed in order to shape the frontal surface of the 
core and present (technologically) a secondary product. 

we would like to conclude that more excavations and analyses of bohunician col-
lections are needed to obtain further refittings and to test the homogeneity/heteroge-
neity of bohunician assemblages. this is the aim of a current early upper palaeolithic 
project (http://www.iabrno.cz/eup.htm).

fig. 6  theoretical scheme of bohunician tech-
nology.
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taBles

tab. 1  comparison of indices of conjoinability (ic), average num-
ber of artifacts in refitted sequences, and production sequences/
breaks (ps/b) ratio for individual bohunician collections.

site N ic 1/in ps/b 
ratio

stránská skála iiic 2,398 16.47 3.74 1/0.4

bohunice 2002 1,620 4.44 2.47 1/3

tvarožná X 249 6.83 2.21 1/1.4


